Abstract-In this paper, we propose transform-domain algorithms to effectively classify the characteristics of blocks and estimate the strength of the blocky effect. The transform-domain algorithms require much lower computational complexity and much less memory than the spatial ones. Along with the estimated blocky strength, we also propose an adaptive finite impulse response (FIR) filter to effectively remove the blocky effect. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms sharply preserve the edge information and greatly improve the decoded image quality.
. The FQUANT versus frame number plot for the image sequence "flower garden" at CBR 1520 kb/s. simultaneously contains three distinct factors: the steady quality, the transmission bandwidth, and the buffer occupancy. Some simulations using the MPEG coding algorithm for different image sequences are conducted for testing the performance of this proposed strategy and comparing with TM5. And the simulation results show some facts. First, this strategy can produce constant rate bit stream with fixed delay time no matter the allocated bandwidth and the scene change. Besides, the level of quality keeps high and smooth. Second, the proposed strategy owns better PSNR performance than TM5 does. The average PSNR of proposed strategy is 1.5-2.5 dB more than that of TM5 and is almost the same as the result coded without buffer control. Third, the proposed strategy can maintain buffer occupancy more exactly and efficiently than TM5 does. Fourth, it always holds the smooth property, and this is the reason we call the proposed strategy stable. Besides, the computational complexity of the proposed strategy is smaller than that of TM5 that needs to compute for each macro block.
To achieve a better buffer condition, the proposed strategy can check the buffer condition for each slice or macro block instead of each frame. Moreover, this strategy can also attach a local spatial activity condition to perform a better bit allocation plan within a frame. However, it will increase the complexity of computation as well as bit rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transform coding is the most popular technique for image compression. In many video coding systems [1] - [4] , the discrete cosine transform (DCT) [5] , for example, is widely used as the compression kernel. In order to maintain a specified bit rate, a proper quantization of the transformed coefficients must be performed. The result, however, is that the blocky effect appears in the reconstructed images. This artifact is strongly visible and severely degrades the image quality, and so a postprocessing approach must be employed to remove it. Generally, the computational complexity of the postprocessing requires about 30-40% of the total computational power needed in the receiver [6] , [7] . Therefore, it is important to develop an efficient postprocessing algorithm for real applications.
Most postprocessing algorithms [8] - [10] use spatial linear or nonlinear filters to reduce the blocky effect. If adaptive nonlinear filtering is used [11] , we can reduce the blocky artifact more efficiently. Based on projection and iterative concepts [12] - [14] , it is clear that the blocky effect removal can be improved if some extra computation and data base are provided. Recently, Tien and Hang [15] proposed a transform-domain algorithm which also requires some extra frame memory for storage of the modified data. In this paper, we propose transform-domain algorithms to detect and estimate the strength of the blocky artifact in the decoded images. The proposed algorithms reduce not only the computational complexity of postprocessing but also the video memory required. In cooperation with the proposed classification and estimation, an adaptive finite impulse response (FIR) filter is proposed for removing the blocky effect.
II. DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM AND BLOCK CLASSIFICATION
The following discussions can also be applied to any other orthogonal transform. Without loss of generality, we only develop the algorithms for the DCT in this paper. Thus, the spatial block 
respectively. The remaining higher frequency components can be expressed by 
Hereafter, we refer to F F F V ; F F F H; and F F F AC as the V; H; and ac components of f f f; respectively.
Since the DCT coefficients are quantized to attain a specified bit-rate constraint, the decoded blockf jk becomes f jk = N01 u=0 N01 v=0 C uvFuv B uv jk (6) whereF uv is the quantized DCT coefficient of F uv : Due to the quantization, the decoded blockf jk is different from the original one, f jk : The quantized error in the spatial domain as usual is defined by " " " jk =f jk 0f jk : The different quantization errors between two consecutive blocks produce the so-called blocky effect. How to efficiently detect and remove the blocky effect without blurring the image also becomes an important issue. The blocky effect is referred as a monotone distortion [11] , and it is strongly visible in smooth areas of the reconstructed images [14] . On the contrary, in nonsmooth blocks corresponding to a higher variance, the blocky effect is hardly visible. Besides, the edge information is mostly preserved in the nonsmooth blocks. In order to keep edges sharp, the postprocessing should skip the nonsmooth blocks as shown in Fig. 1 . Hence, we first develop a simple transform-based block classification method.
A. DCT-Based Block Classification
Generally, the mean variance can be used to detect the smoothness of the decoded blocks, where the mean variance is expressed by additions to compute it. In the video decoder, we can directly extract all the nonzero ac components from the run length codes (RLC),
[fg 1 ; l 1 g;11 1;fg M01 ; l M01 g;EOB]; where g i ; l i , and EOB denote the ith nonzero amplitude of ac components, the number of zeros preceding g i ; and the end of block, respectively. To reduce the computation, we can employ the transform characteristics. From Parvesal's energy theorem, the mean variance can be exactly calculated from the sum of square of the ac components, i.e.,
The standard deviation can be approximately obtained by the mean absolute value as = M01 i=1 jg i j:
The approximated standard deviation depicted in (7) requires only (M 0 2) additions for each coded block. Since the block DCT coefficient is directly obtained from the RLC decoder, it does not require any memory. Fig. 2 shows the curves of the square root of spatial mean variance and the approximated standard deviation. It is obvious that (7) is a simple but effective computation for classifying the smoothing blocks.
III. BLOCKY ESTIMATION USING TRANSFORM COEFFICIENTS
Now, we turn our attention to estimating the strength of the blocky effect among those detected smooth blocks. If the postprocessing block is treated as the current (C) block, there are top (T); bottom (B); left (L); and right (R) blocks around it. Hereafter, we use the parenthesized superscript to represent the position of the block with respect to the current block. Since the blocky effect occurs along the boundary of two successive smooth blocks in the spatial domain, the strength of the vertical blocky effect between left and current blocks can be estimated by [10] , [14] For reducing the computational complexity, we also suggest computing the above boundary difference in the transform domain rather than in the spatial one. By using (6), the boundary difference depicted in (9) can be expressed in frequency components by : (12) The difference of dc levels of two adjacent blocks contributes a part of the blocky effect.
B. Boundary Difference Contributed by V Components
By taking u = 0 but v 6 = 0; the transform base in (2) becomes where
if v is even 
C. Boundary Difference Contributed by H Components
By taking v = 0 but u 6 = 0; the first column (i.e., k = 0) of the current block contributed by the H-components is 
D. Boundary Difference Contributed by AC Components
Finally, the ac components affecting the vertical blockyness are depicted by 
The ac components introduce even higher variations to the vertical boundary than the H components. Similarly, the ac components can also be neglected for producing the vertical blocky effect. From the above discussions, it can be seen that the vertical blocky effect will be dominated by the V and dc components. So, the vertical blocky effect depicted in (8) Since the approximated blocky effect can be estimated by using five additions, we need 20 additions to estimate the strength of the blocky effect for its four conjunction blocks. The number of computations for the proposed method is about one third of the spatial-domain approach. As to the memory, each block only needs to store five dominated DCT coefficients. So, we need 10X=N bytes to estimate the complete blocky effect in the range of twovertical-block depth and all-horizontal width, where X is the number of pixels per line and N is the block size. If N = 8; the memory of the proposed method is about one seventh of the spatial-domain approach required. Fig. 3 shows the curves of estimated strength of the blocky effect on smooth blocks by using the spatial approach and the proposed method. The proposed method with less memory and less computation achieves a close estimation.
IV. ADAPTIVE POSTPROCESSING AND SIMULATIONS
In this section, we suggest an adaptive spatial processing method to reduce the blocky artifact by using the estimated strength of the blocky effect. The spatial processing can be generally expressed by [17] , [18] wheref jk and P jk denote the original decoded and the postprocessed images, respectively. We now propose a simple algorithm to adjust hm;n to remove the visible blocky effect.
Corresponding to the four estimated strengths of the blocky effect, we first split the processed block into four symmetrical triangles, which are overlapped along the diagonal boundary to smooth the triangle edges, as shown in Fig. 4 . According to the corresponding blocky effect strength, each triangle is independently treated as a processing unit for block effect removal.
A. Filter-Coefficients Adaptation
Generally, we should design a stronger processing filter for the greater strength of the blocky effect. The stronger average filter implies that a larger energy spread of the impulse response around h 00 should be devised. On the contrary, the more concentrated impulse response around h 00 is suitable for the smaller blocky effect strength. By setting the upper bound and lower bound for h00 as C1 h 00 C 2 ; we suggest that h 00 be given by h 00 = C 2 0S
(C 2 0 C 1 ) S max (27) whereS denotes the estimated strength of the blocky effect for the processed triangle. WhenS =Smax; the triangle is classified with the highest blocky effect on the boundary. If the coefficients h mn are in the processed triangle, we choose hm;n = hs L(2L + 1) ;
where h s = a(10h 00 )S and a denotes a selectable smoothing factor. Actually, there are many adaptive rules to adjust filter coefficients. We can use a more complicated approach to achieve a better result. However, we found that the above selection procedure followed by proper quantization and tabling can achieve satisfactory results.
B. Simulation Results
To evaluate the proposed postprocessing algorithms, we followed the JPEG standard to encode and decode the image. Fig. 5 shows the original decoded image, where the blocky effect is strongly visible. If the direct average low-pass filter is used for smoothing the blocky image, the blocky effect is mostly deleted but it causes serious blurring in the image as shown by Fig. 6 . In the proposed method, the classification of smooth and nonsmooth images is shown as Fig. 7 ; the smooth detection threshold for 0 computed from (7) is five, where the black area denotes the smooth region after block classification. By using our detection and estimation algorithms and the adaptive postprocessing, Fig. 8 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, effective detection and estimation strategies in the transform domain are adopted to reduce the computational complexity and memory buffer for the estimation of blocky effect. By the suggested adaptive postfilter, a satisfactory result for removing the blocky artifact is achieved in simulations. With high image quality and low hardware requirement, the proposed postprocessing techniques are suitable for applications in current image decoding systems.
